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Nosy Crow Spooky Reads Chatterbooks Pack 
 

Spooky Reads!  from Nosy Crow 

About this pack 

Here’s a Chatterbooks activity pack, with a great collection of spooky reads for different ages, 
including books for very young children – just in time for your Halloween Chatterbooks sessions. 
It’s brought to you by The Reading Agency and their Children’s Reading Partner, the publishing 
company Nosy Crow  - see www.nosycrow.com  
As well as lots of reading suggestions there are ideas for discussion and group activities – including 
a Halloween party, and a scary storytime! 
     
Chatterbooks [ www.readinggroups.org/chatterbooks] is a reading group programme for children 
aged 4 to 14 years. It is coordinated by The Reading Agency and its patron is author Dame 
Jacqueline Wilson. Chatterbooks groups run in libraries and schools, supporting and inspiring 
children’s literacy development by encouraging them to have a really good time reading and talking 
about books. 
The Reading Agency is an independent charity working to inspire more people to read more 
through programmes for adults, young people and Children – including the Summer Reading 
Challenge, and Chatterbooks. See www.readingagency.org.uk  
Children’s Reading Partners is a national partnership of children’s publishers and libraries working 
together to bring reading promotions and author events to as many children and young people as 
possible. 
 
 

Contents 
 
3  All about Nosy Crow 
3  Spooky Reads! - the books 
9  Activity and discussion ideas inspired by these spooky reads 
13  More reading suggestions 
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   All about Nosy Crow 
Nosy Crow is a small, multi-award-winning, independent company. They began publishing child-
focused, parent-friendly children’s books and apps in January 2011 with the aim of creating books 
and apps that encourage children to read for pleasure. Nosy Crow is one of the country’s fastest 
growing publishing companies and is currently the 16th biggest publisher of children’s books in the 
UK.  

All Nosy Crow fiction appears simultaneously in print and ebook form, and all their paperback 
picture books come with a free digital audio reading using an innovation called Stories Aloud. 
They’re also building a library of audio-enhanced iBooks with text highlighting which are digital 
versions of the picture books.  

Nosy Crow makes innovative, multimedia, highly interactive apps for tablets, smart phones and 
other touchscreen devices. These apps are not existing books squashed onto screens, but instead 
are specially created to take advantage of the devices to tell stories and provide information to 
children in new and engaging ways.  See www.nosycrow.com  

Spooky Reads! - the books 
 
Picture books 

Jannie Ho   Wickle Woo has a Halloween Party!   
978-0857632845 
It's Halloween and Wickle Woo has planned the perfect party. But when 
will his guests arrive? Young readers will love pulling the tabs in this 
sturdy board book, to find out who is coming to the party, and what their 
costumes are! 
Jannie Ho studied at Parsons School of Design in New York. After working 
as a graphic designer and an art director at Nickelodeon, Scholastic, and 

TIME Magazine for Kids, she now illustrates children’s books, with her work appearing in both trade 
and educational books, magazines, toys, crafts and digital media. She lives in Boston. 
 

      Have a party with animal masks like the characters in this 
book. Check out these templates you could use.   
 

http://www.nosycrow.com/
http://www.firstpalette.com/Craft_themes/Animals/animalmasks/animalmask.html
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Jo Lodge  Icky Sticky Monster  978-0857630469 
Children everywhere will adore this unashamedly revolting pop-up book from 
Jo Lodge, the creator of the hugely successful Mr Croc character. With a funny 
rhyming text and the most ingenious pop-ups, it's a sure-fire hit.  
Jo Lodge is an illustrator and a paper engineer and was greatly influenced by 
her artistic parents - her mother Maureen Roffey, an illustrator and her father 
Bernard Lodge, a graphic designer. Jo was nominated for the Sainsbury's Baby 

Book Award in October 2001, was a finalist for the Sheffield Baby Book Award in 2007 and was 
shortlisted for the Booktrust Early Years awards in 2010. 
A taste – if you can face it! 
Icky sticky monster finds the perfect lunch 
A dustbin full of gloopy treats, and mouldy things to munch! 
 
 

 
Tracey Corderoy/Joe Berger    
Hubble Bubble, Granny Trouble  978-0857630285 
If your granny were a little bit, well, different from other grannies, would 
you want to change her - or would you end up thinking you love her just the 
way she is?  
In this rhyming text, a little girl whose granny is (whisper it) a witch, gets fed 
up with dealing with the problems she creates, so she tries to reform her, 

but a reformed granny is bored and boring, and maybe it's more fun to cook up a big pot of gloop 
with granny's witchy friends after all. 
Tracey Corderoy began writing for children in 2006. Her books for other publishers include The 
Grunt and The Grouch series about two riotous trolls, and numerous picture books including The 
Little White Owl. She lives in Gloucestershire 
Joe Berger is a children's author, illustrator and cartoonist who also makes the occasional award-
winning animated short film and title-sequence. He is co-creator of the Berger & Wyse food cartoon 
in the Guardian magazine each Saturday. He lives in Bristol. 
A taste: My granny’s kind of different, she drives a crazy car. 
It’s got no roof or seats or wheels – it’s really most bizarre! 
This book has a Stories Aloud QR code for a free audio reading 

 
 

Tracey Corderoy/Joe Berger  Whizz Pop, Granny Stop!  
978-0857631312 
My granny is quite...different, of that there is no doubt. In a world jam-
packed with grannies, you'd always pick her out!  
 
Granny just loves to help and a little bit of magic always speeds things along. 
Sometimes, though, all her granddaughter wants to do is spend some 

normal(ish) time with her beloved granny. Can her birthday party go with a POP without any magic? 
This book has a Stories Aloud QR code for a free audio reading. 
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Tracey Corderoy/Joe Berger   
Spells-a-Popping, Granny’s Shopping  978-0857632210 
 
There's more trouble afoot for the little girl whose Granny is a (shhh, 
whisper it) witch, whom we first met in Hubble Bubble Granny Trouble. 
Granny just loves to magic things along and a trip to the supermarket is 
anything but ordinary.  

However, Pandora quite likes things to be normal(ish) and when fish-fingers start flying around she 
soon tells her Granny to behave. But when Pandora spots a couple of robbers up to no good, an 
extra-ordinary magical Granny is exactly what's needed!  
"My granny's rather ...different, as you can plainly see. Her handbag pops and hisses and her pets 
are slippery! Her house is in a quiet street although it's kind of batty! She'd have the neighbours 
round for tea, except they're not that chatty" 
This book has a Stories Aloud QR code for a free audio reading. 
 

When Granny goes shopping she makes biscuits dance and popcorn pop!  What 
magic could you create in a supermarket?   
 
 
 
 
 

Simon Puttock      Mouse’s First Night at Moonlight School  
978-0857631190 
 
It's Mouse's first day at Miss Moon's Moonlight School for all the small 
creatures of the night but she is VERY shy, too shy to even say hello. Luckily, 
with help from Miss Moon and her new friends Bat, Cat and Owl, a game of 
hide-and-seek makes Mouse feel right at home 
Simon Puttock, the author of The Baby That Roared, lives in Edinburgh, so 

there are mountains of things to see and do on his doorstep. Simon studied English Literature at 
Newcastle University, and has written several picture books. He has been shortlisted three times 
for the Royal Mail Award for Scottish Children's Books. 
A taste:   Miss Moon found Bat easily. He had forgotten that the fish tank was made of glass and 
easy to see through. But Miss Moon could not find Mouse ANYWHERE. 
This book has a Stories Aloud QR code for a free audio reading. 
 

The end-papers of this book show a beautiful full moon night. Make your own 
group picture of a moon-lit night – or a bright day with full sunlight. You could use 
paint and/or collage – with cut-out shapes and sparkly bits! 
 
Look at the alphabet on the blackboard at the end of the story – what does each 
letter stand for?  On a large sheet of paper make up your own picture alphabet. 
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Axel Scheffler  Pip and Posy: The Scary Monster   
978-0857632432 
When Pip comes to Posy's house wearing a scary monster mask, he gives Posy 
a bit of a fright! But when she works out it's only Pip, she feels much better, 
and they share the biscuits she's made. Hooray! 
Axel Scheffler was born in Hamburg, Germany and moved to England in 1982 
to learn English and study illustration at the Bath Academy of Art. Axel 

illustrated a number of books for various publishers, and in 1993 Kate Wilson suggested him as the 
illustrator for Julia Donaldson's first picture book text, A Squash and a Squeeze. This was the start of 
a hugely successful partnership, creating picture books including the much-loved Gruffalo. Axel lives 
in London. 
A taste: The door opened. It was a monster! “RAAAAA!” said the monster. Posy started to cry.   

Oh dear! 
This book has a Stories Aloud QR code for a free audio reading. 

 
Talk about the first picture in this story – what do you think Posy would like to be 
doing? Do you like days like this? 
Did you guess who the monster was? 
 
 
Activity book 
 

Marnie Edwards/Leigh Hodgkinson    Magical Mix-Ups: 
Spells and Surprises    978-0857631893 
In this adventure, it's time for the Halloween festival at St Aubergine's 
School...Magical fun and chaos ensue and the reader can draw, design, 
colour and doodle to help the story along.   
This is the fourth adventure in this series. 
Marnie Edwards is the author of the Magical Mix-Ups series. She lives in 
London. 

Leigh Hodgkinson worked as art director on the BAFTA-award winning animated series, Charlie and 
Lola. She is also an award-winning children's book author and illustrator and among her many 
picture books is Don't Dip Your Chips in Your Drink, Kate, written by Caryl Hart, which won Highly 
Commended in the 2010 Sheffield Children's Book Award, Picture Book Category. She lives in 
Surrey. 
A taste: The next morning Princess Sapphire is up bright and early – she’s so excited about the 
Halloween Festival! Sapphire is going to make a huge Halloween mural for the school hall, using all 
sorts of autumn things she finds in the school grounds. 
 

Some great things in this book to have a go at – designing a broomstick; doing leaf 
rubbings for a Halloween mural; making posters for a Halloween party; designing 
Halloween costumes; drawing a spooky scene;  
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Fiction 
 

Tracey Corderoy/Joe Berger      Hubble Bubble:  
The Glorious Granny Bake-Off!   978-0857632227 
Pandora's granny is (whisper it) a witch! She causes magical mayhem 
wherever she goes. In these stories, she brings comic chaos to a televised 
bake-off, delightful disaster to a school fair and tons of trouble to a stately 
home! But she puts everything right in the end, with a bit of help from 
Pandora. Everyone loves Granny, especially her long-suffering 

granddaughter!  
A taste: "Oh, goody!" Tilda chuckled. "Food-fight time!" "Did someone say food-fight?" Granny 
beamed. "Splendid!" cried Gwendolyn. There was nothing like a jolly fine food-fight! All three 
grannies whipped out their wands. Then together they uttered the food-fight spell - "Splatttiocious!" 
The magical food-fight began at once. Pandora dived for cover as (take a deep breath) eggs-and-
flour-and-sugar-and-lemons-and-carrots-and-lopsided-cakes-and-butter-and-milk-and-dribbles-of-
sloppy-wet-meringue went flying through the air! 

 
 

Tracey Corderoy/Joe Berger      Hubble Bubble:  
The Pesky Pirate Prank!  978-0857632241 
Three more stories of magical mayhem in one beautifully produced book! 
Granny decides to liven things up during the school play and turns Noah's 
Ark into Noah's Pirate Ship, before making it rain in the school hall! When 
Pandora's parents decide to build a new bedroom for her over the garage, 
Granny decides to lend a hand. Why build a boring extension when you can 

build a fairy-tale castle? But it's during an outbreak of nits at Pandora's cousin's wedding that 
Granny truly comes into her own. 
A taste: Granny whisked out her wand and uttered the spell…”Sparkly treasure and crabs that nip – 

make this ark a PIRATE SHIP!”  BANG! Now the ark was an awesome pirate shop called ‘The 

Nipping Crab.’ It had a massive cannon, cool ripped sails and a flag with a skull and crossbones on it. 
 
 

Tracey Corderoy/Joe Berger       Hubble Bubble:  
The Super-Spooky Fright Night!  978-0857633170 
There's more magical mayhem when Granny's Halloween party goes off 
with a bang, a birthday trip to a build-your-own-bear factory careers out of 
control, and who could possibly be responsible for penguins paddling at the 
local swimming pool? 
A taste: In a flash of starry light the cauldron started shaking. Then POP 
went the pop! Super-fizzy potion now blooped over the sides, and small 

orange pumpkins were popping out everywhere wearing cheeky little grins on their faces. 
 

Read the story about the bear factory, then have a go at designing your own teddy 
bear!  What will you call it?  And what words will its talk-button say? 
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Odin Redbeard/Sarah Horne  Vulgar the Viking and the 
Spooky School Trip       978-0857630605 
Vulgar's new teacher is called Otto the Bone-Cruncher and he's a proper 
Viking! Vulgar can't wait for the school trip, to learn all about hunting and 
exploring and having adventures. But after a very VERY long walk and a tea 
of roasted slugs, Vulgar's not so chipper. It's getting dark, and he's a bit 
spooked. There are trolls in these hills... 
We'd like to tell you all sorts of things about the author Odin Redbeard. 

We'd like to tell you he's a Viking who likes to pillage in his spare time. We'd like to tell you he lives 
on a fjord where he fishes from his longboat. We'd like to tell you that he wears a horned helmet 
when he goes down to the supermarket. But we can't tell you anything: Odin Redbeard is - you've 
guessed it - a pseudonym. His true identity must be kept secret.  
A taste: A true Viking, (Otto) explained, should always be able to tell stories around the campfire. To 
demonstrate, he told them about the time he’d fended off an invading army using just his elbows 
and one foot.  
 

 
  Emma Fischel/Chris Riddell    Witchworld    978-0857630605 
The witches of Witchworld have no need for old-fashioned wands or broomsticks, 
not when they have shiny Spellsticks and super-whizzy Skyriders instead. And no 
one has a cauldron anymore, just a cupboard full of Potions2Go. Flo Skritchett 
lives with her mother, the editor-in-chief of celebrity and lifestyle magazine, Hocus 
Pocus, and her witchteen sister. All is well, until her grandmother flies in to town 
and warns them that Witchworld is in danger from a Ghoul Attack! No one 
believes her - after all, Ghouls died out years ago and she still rides around on a 

broomstick, for goodness' sake!   Look out for the next instalment, Witchmyth! 
 
Emma Fischel writes both fiction and non-fiction. Her books have been published by Bloomsbury, 
Usborne, Watts, and others. She lives in London. 
Chris Riddell has illustrated many acclaimed books for children and has won the Unesco Award, has 
twice won the Kate Greenaway medal and has been shortlisted for the Kurt Maschler Award. He is 
also the acclaimed political cartoonist for the Guardian and the Observer.  
A taste: I shuddered and shuddered and shuddered. And once I started shuddering I could NOT stop. 
Because I started seeing things. Pictures. Scenes. Glimpses of things. Things that flashed past my 
eyes so fast I could hardly see them. Thing after thing after thing. 
Scary things. Confusing things. Terrifying things. 
 

In Witchworld all the things witches need have been updated to the present day – 
for example they have spellsticks instead of wands. 
What are our equivalents of these Witchworld things? 
Skyrider; skychatter; Potions2Go; witchscreen; witchweb; witchowave; super 
skinny actojuice. 
 
Talk about the issues raised in this story which have connections to issues in our 
world – eg. the forest pixies; the using up of magic energy; the ‘merging’ of libraries 
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Ideas for discussion and activities 
Warm ups 
Magic mix-ups 

All these words about making magic have been scrambled up in this 
cauldron – can you unscramble them and see what they are? 

 
SLELP  ZIDRAW ROCKITOMBS  ARCABABARDA!           
 
NIPOOT CANNETH MARCH SYLCART LALB   

 
YEH STROPE!       DAWN     HEBBLU BEBBLU! 
 
   
Spooky noises    
On a flip chart collect together all the sounds and noises that people think could be 
scary – eg. footsteps in the dark; screams and screeches.     Then have a go at making 
the noises!  (take care you don’t frighten people in the library or school!) 
 
 
Weirdsearch – ghosts and monsters and things that go bump in the night 
Can you find all the spooky creatures hidden here?  (Up, down & across). 
 
G H O U L W R V T 

H D G K L P U A Y 
O W S A F H K M L 

S E C V B R N P M 

T R O L L E B I N 

A E X C V D H R K 
Z W G F S I A E Q 

Y O R C R P T E W 

U L P K H S G D S 
V F X C Z T A F K 

D R A G O N W R O 
B N X A Q A E T O 

Z Z O M B I E U P 
X V C B M G P Y S 

 
GHOST  GHOUL TROLL  WEREWOLF  ORC  SPOOK 
 
ZOMBIE GIANT SPIDER    VAMPIRE     DRAGON 
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Things to talk about 
How would you feel if you had a granny like Pandora’s, who was a witch and kept on 
doing magic spells? 
Do you think it would make life easier or more complicated? 
 
Think of some situations when a magic wand might come in handy – eg. if you’ve 
missed the bus and are going to be late for school; or you have lost your door key. 
What could you get your wand to help? 
 
If you could have three magic wishes, what would they be? 
 

Longer activities 
 

Halloween party 
In your group plan together and then enjoy a Halloween party – you can get lots of 
inspiration from these Nosy Crow books! 

        
 
Costumes 
Decide who you would like to be – maybe a witch or a monster? - and then design 
your own costume. Have a look at the Hubble Bubble books for ideas – or the front 
pages of Witchworld.  
Talk together about what you could use to make your costumes. 
You could make pointy hats from card or black paper, or make a mask with cut-out 
eyes and mouth and paint or draw a monster face. 
Old sheets would be great for being a ghost or a mummy; you could use them too to 
make cloaks. 
Here are some web links you might find useful: 
Mia’s Craft Ideas – witch’s hat 
eHow – make vampire, witch, superhero, pirate costume robes 
eHow – ghost costumes 
 
 
 

http://www.mias-craft-ideas.com/halloween-witch-hat.html
http://www.ehow.com/how_5466667_make-vampire-pirate-witch-superhero.html
http://www.ehow.co.uk/way_5486618_homemade-sheet-ghost-costumes-kids.html
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Decorations 

                     
 
Pumpkins – scoop out the flesh from a pumpkin (this could be used for making 
pumpkin pie!) and then cut out eyes, nose and mouth to make a scary pumpkin 
lantern. Try this BBC how-to! 
Cobwebs – use string or wool 
Spiders – these could be pom-poms made from wool – and you could do pipe-cleaner 
snakes to hang from the cobwebs. 
Spooky castle – there’s a great spooky castle made from cardboard boxes in Hubble 
Bubble-The Super-Spooky Fright Night!  See page 10. 
Bats – copy the shape above to make bats out of black paper or card. 
 
 
 
Food 

 
How about bat-shaped biscuits or cat-shaped 
biscuits? 
 
Or cup-cakes with spooky or sparkly icing? 
In Hubble Bubble-The Super-Spooky Fright 
Night! there are some lovely chocolate roll snail 
cakes! 
 

 
All Recipes - Halloween biscuit recipes 
BBC good food – Halloween recipes, including frozen banana ghosts! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/cumbria/features/halloween/pumpkin.shtml
http://allrecipes.co.uk/recipes/tag-5460/halloween-biscuit-recipes.aspx
http://www.bbcgoodfood.com/recipes/collection/halloween
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Games 
In Hubble Bubble-The Super-Spooky Fright Night! they play ‘Pin the tail on the 
Werewolf’, and ‘Sleeping lions’. 
          

                                               
 
And a favourite Halloween game is ‘Apple bobbing’. 
 
Apple Bobbing 
 
NetMums – Halloween games, including ‘guess the ghost’ and ‘pass the pumpkin’ 
 

 

 
Make a spooky picture book 
On a flip chart collect together words and ideas for a simple spooky story – it could 
be about seeing a ghost? Or hearing scary noises? Or something magic and strange? 
 
Make a storyboard for your story with pictures and simple text for each thing 
happening in the story. 
Then share out the pages – children could each do a page, or maybe work in pairs. 
 
You could also have a go at making a simple lift-the-flap book – for example you 
could have a ghost hiding behind a cupboard/flap, or frogs appearing in a cauldron 
when you lift the flap/lid. 

 

Make a Halloween collage 
There are ideas for this in Magical Mix-ups: Spells and 
Surprises Activity Storybook. 
People could do their own collage, or a big group one on a 
large sheet of card or paper. 
Get together all the things you could stick on to the card to 
make your collage – for example, autumn leaves, cut-out 
Halloween shapes, shiny paper, glitter, pieces of fabric, wool 

and string. 
Think about the design – will it be a picture of something spooky? or a colourful 
collection of lots of autumn and spooky things? 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple_bobbing
http://www.netmums.com/activities/autumn/halloween/halloween-games
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Magic spells 
Make up your own magic spell – what would you like your spell to do?  Change a 
pumpkin into a fairy coach?!   Turn a rainy day into a day full of sunshine? 
What words will you need for your spell – jot them down before you start shaping 
them into a magic rhyme. 
And what will be your special magic word? – the one that really makes the spell 
work!   For example. in Hubble Bubble Pandora’s Granny uses ‘POPPIOCIOUS!’ to 
make super-fizzy pumpkin pop.  In Harry Potter ‘Expelliarmus’ is used to make 
someone’s wand fly out of reach. 
 

Scary storytime 
In Vulgar the Viking and the Spooky School Trip Vulgar tells a scary troll story as they 
all sit round the campfire at night – and frightens his teacher Otto! 
Your group could have a scary story-time session – spend some time looking for some 
terrifying tales and ask people if they know any good ghost stories to share. 
 
Here are a few suggestions: 

Allan Ahlberg The Ghost Train Puffin 978-
0140566819 

Kevin Crossley-
Holland 

Storm Egmont 978-
1405262644 

Joanna & Paul 
Galdone 

The TailyPo Houghton 
Mifflin 

978-
0395300848 

Michael Garland Miss Smith and the Haunted 
Library 

Puffin 978-
0142421222 

Alvin Schwartz Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark HarperCollins 978-
0060835200 

 
Make a scary story corner! Draw the curtains and turn out 
the lights – get some torches and cover the glass with 
coloured cellophane. Then get people to shine the torches 
under their chins and upward onto their faces – it can look 
pretty frightening! 
 

 
Show and tell 
Get your group each to prepare a short talk (max. 4 minutes) about their favourite of 
these Nosy Crow spooky stories, or about another magic or spooky tale – their 
challenge is to persuade everyone that they would really like to read it. 
Then have a vote to see which book most people want to read. 
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Further reading 
 

 More books by the above authors   

Tracey Corderoy Baddies, Beasties and a Sprinkling 
of Crumbs! 

Stripes 978-1847152459 

Emma Fischel Famous People, Great Events: 
Florence Nightingale 

Franklin Watts 978-1445108636 

Jannie Ho Pookie Pop Plays Hide and Seek Nosy Crow 978-0857632159 

Leigh Hodgkinson Goldilocks and Just the One Bear Nosy Crow 978-0857630445 

Jo Lodge Happy Birthday, Mr Croc! Hodder 978-1444917857 

Simon Puttock The Baby that Roared Nosy Crow 978-0857630193 

Odin Redbeard Vulgar the Viking and the Terrible  
Talent Show 

Nosy Crow 978-0857630629 

Chris Riddell Goth Girl: and the Ghost of a Mouse Macmillan 978-0230759824 

Axel Scheffler Superworm Alison Green 978-1407132358 

    

 More Spooky Reads!   

Stan & Jan 
Berenstein 

The Berenstein Bears and the Spooky  
Old Tree  (Board book) 

Random House 978-0385392631 

Marc Brown Arthur’s Halloween Little, Brown 978-0316110594 

Louise Cooper Short and Spooky! A book of very 
Spooky short stories 

OUP 978-0192754127 

Terry Deary Witches (Horrible Histories 
Handbooks) 

Scholastic 978-1407140162 

Leigh Hodgkinson Troll Swap Nosy Crow 978-0857631633 

Eva Ibbotson Which Witch? Macmillan 978-0330398008 

Diana Wynne Jones Howl’s Moving Castle HarperCollins 978-0007299263 

Michael Lawrence Young Wizards Barrington Stoke 978-1781123560 

Alan MacDonald/ 
Mark Beech 

Trolls Go Home! Bloomsbury 978-0747584735 

Jill Murphy The Worst Witch Puffin 978-0141349596 

Laura Owen/ 
Korky Paul 

Spooky Winnie (Winnie the Witch) OUP 978-0192733504 

Gwyneth Rees Cosmo and the Secret Spell Macmillan 978-0330442169 

Cynthia Rylant/ 
Melissa Sweet 

Moonlight: the Halloween Cat HarperCollins 978-0064438148 

Nick Sharratt What’s in the Witch’s Kitchen Walker 978-1406340075 

Fiona Watt Spooky Things to Make and Do Usborne 978-1409538653 

Melanie Watt Scaredy Squirrel Prepares for Halloween Kids Can Press 978-1894786874 

Ursula Williams Gobbolino the Witch’s Cat Puffin 978-0140302394 
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Answers 
Magic Mix-ups 
SPELL  WIZARD BROOMSTICK ABRACADABRA HUBBLE BUBBLE 
 
POTION ENCHANT CHARM CRYSTAL BALL     HEY PRESTO       WAND 
 
Weirdsearch 
G H O U L W R V T 
H D G K L P U A Y 

O W S A F H K M L 
S E C V B R N P M 

T R O L L E B I N 
A E X C V D H R K 

Z W G F S I A E Q 
Y O R C R P T E W 

U L P K H S G D S 

V F X C Z T A F K 
D R A G O N W R O 

B N X A Q A E T O 
Z Z O M B I E U P 

X V C B M G P Y S 
 
 


